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USING MACHINE LEARNING TO DERIVE SPATIAL WAVE DATA: A CASE STUDY
FOR A MARINE ENERGY SITE
J. Chen1, I.G. Ashton1, A.C. Pillai1, L. Johanning1
1

University of Exeter, College of Engineering, Mathematics and Physical Sciences, jc1083@exeter.ac.uk
KEYWORDS: Nearshore Wave Modelling, Random Forest, In-situ Observation, Spatial Correlation

Methods for obtaining temporal-spatial distributed wave data has always attracted attention from
researchers within marine disciplines. On one hand, a series of 3rd generation wave models at different
spatial scales have enabled physics-based methods to estimate wind-generated waves with both high
accuracy and high spatial resolution. Yet, on the other hand, with the prevalence of real observations,
researchers have put forward data-based methods, or combinations of numerical and data-based
model, to effectively improve wave estimations and forecasts. However, spatially distributed wave data
calculated by numerical models comes at significant computational expense, while the data-based
methods struggle to achieve high spatial resolution.
Here we propose a surrogate model which maps wave data in a nearshore area from limited available
buoy locations to a marine energy test-site, by training a nearshore wave simulation numerical (SWAN)
model results using machine learning. We find that a surrogate model developed using the random
forest method can provide an efficient and reasonable way to replicate SWAN results. It performs well in
both training and test datasets with higher than 90% accuracy in wave height and wave period all while
requiring less than 10 minutes to train.
This work demonstrates a novel method of combining numerical model and observations using machine
learning for marine energy projects. This methodology has potential application in wave monitoring and
forecasting for all marine renewable energy sites.
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A Streamlined Procedure for Maximum Entropy Directional Wave Spectral
Estimation
D. Christie1
1
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KEYWORDS: directional spectra, wave measurements, maximum entropy, buoy measurements
An accurate representation of the directional wave spectrum is essential for the prediction of loads on
offshore structures, design of wave energy converters, and modelling of wave climate, wave-current
interactions and sediment transport. However, single-point measuring devices such as Waverider buoys
can only supply the “first five” directional moments in each frequency bin [1]: techniques for generating
full directional spectra must rely on additional constraints or assumptions. The most successful such
method for reproducing real sea data is the Maximum Entropy Method [2], but computational
complexity and perennial issues with convergence act as a barrier to its widespread implementation,
forcing researchers to resort to cruder, single-parameter distributions such as Gaussian and cos-2s. We
have reformulated the analytical equations behind the Maximum Entropy calculations, leading to a new
numerical implementation with greatly improved speed and convergence properties, which will be
released imminently. We apply the method to a sample set of Waverider buoy measurements from
west Anglesey: what additional insights into the directional properties of the wave data are revealed by
a full maximum entropy treatment?
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Supporting Atlantic Blue Growth through stakeholder mapping
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KEYWORDS: Blue Economy, mixed methods, stakeholder mapping, financial instruments, ocean energy
The Atlantic Ocean is a strategic region for sustainable Blue Growth in European Seas. The EU Atlantic
Strategy and its Action Plan is a seabasin-wide governance framework to boost blue economy, the
sustainable use of marine resources and contribute to regional socio-economic development (AS, 2020).
A major challenge to disentangle Blue Growth capacities and innovation is the understanding of key
actors, their role, their sectoral needs and the modalities of support they can receive to accelerate
ambitions in the blue growth sectors in terms of financial mechanisms, research and innovation agents,
regulatory/policy stimulation and other services. The aim of this research is to present a mixed method
for Blue Economy stakeholder mapping and identification of financial mechanisms and challenges in the
European Atlantic area. Main results will illustrate the national (UK, Ireland, France, Spain and Portugal)
and transnational ecosystem of actors relevant for Blue Growth and the existing support mechanisms
(Depellegrin et al., 2020). Results were of high relevance for the development regional strategies,
stakeholder networking and identification policy priorities across Blue Growth sectors, including ocean
renewable energies. We argue that the presented methodology has the effectiveness and flexibility to be
applied on across other EU seabasins and contribute to an EU-wide understanding of Blue Economy
stakeholders and potential.
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UK WAVE ENERGY: POSITION AND FUTURE
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KEYWORDS: UK wave energy, current satus, technical and non-technical challenges, recommendations
and actions
The Supergen Offshore Renewable Energy (ORE) Hub, on behalf of the Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council (EPSRC), is developing two documents of Wave Energy Innovation Position Paper and
Wave Energy Road Map. These two documents follow consultation through scoping workshops held by
EPSRC in August 2019 and Supergen ORE Hub in January 2020 and a series of structured interviews with
academics, policy-makers, funding bodies and industry professionals. The documents will deliver the
progress of wave energy in the UK, the potential benefits of wave energy for the UK industry and for the
net zero greenhouse gas emissions target by 2050, as well as the steps needing to be taken in the next
30 years to achieve its potential.
The conference paper will briefly present the main content of these two documents, showing the
opportunities, challenges and actions needed for the wave energy development in the UK.
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Dynamic response and power performance of a hybrid system combing an
offshore wind platform and wave energy converters
Jianjian Hu1, Binzhen Zhou1*, Jun Zang2, Ke Sun1
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KEYWORDS: Offshore wind platform; Wave energy converter; Hybrid system; Wave power; Motion
response
Combined floating offshore wind platform and Wave Energy Converters (WECs) systems have the
potential to provide a cost-effective solution to offshore power supply and platform protection. Hu et al.
[1]
has carried out the optimal design and performance analysis of the hybrid system combing a floating
wind platform and multiple heave–type wave energy converters, where the floating wind platform was
assumed fixed.
In this paper, the multi-constraint coupled motion model of the floating platform, WECs and mooring
system is established based on Newton-Euler equation. The mooring force of the mumerical model is
transformed into the equivalent stiffness matrix in frequency domain by the static catenary theory. The
variation of platform motion and mooring force with the added wave energy conveters with different
diameter to draft ratio 2r/d is analyzed. The effects of the platform motion on the hydrodynamic
performance and wave power of WECs are also studied.
Results reveal that the variations in the horizontal force, vertical force and pitch moment of the mooring
system are consistent with those of the platform motion response. Figure 2 shows that after the wave
energy conveters are added, the surge motion of the platform do not change much. The heave motion
of the platform generally increases, and the peak of the heave motion shifts to a smaller period as 2r/d
increases. The pitch motion of the platform decreases under almost all periods, especially in the large
periods where the pitch motion is already large and the decreasement of the pitch motion increases as
2r/d increases. After considering the motion of the platform, the wave power generally increases within
the range of 3s-15s. The above phenomenon shows that the combination of the floating wind platform
and the wave energy conveters greatly improves the safety of the floating wind platform in the case of
large waves compared with the single floating platform.
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Wave attenuation and concentration by a parabolic arc floating breakwater
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In the multifunctional system consisting of a pontoon type floating breakwater and point absorber wave
energy converters (WECs), the breakwater plays an essential role in attenuating waves on the lee side and
amplifying waves for better energy harvesting on the stoss side. These two aspects, however, are rarely
evaluated together and a simple method to enhance both wave attenuation and amplification performance
is absent. Aiming at the two problems, a novel parabolic arc breakwater (PAB) is proposed (Figure 1).
The main mechanism is using the parabolic opening wall to focus reflected waves and using the convex
leeward wall to direct waves outward the central zone. Based on the linear wave theory, HAMS code
developed by Liu [1] is used for simulation in frequency domain. As this is a 3D problem, normalized
surface elevation (by the unit incident wave amplitude) and its average value in two selected areas
(50m×breakwater length) closely in front of and behind the breakwater are used instead of the 2D reflection
and transmission coefficients as the criterion to evaluate the focusing and attenuation performance.
A comparative study in deep water on two 20m long, 1m wide, and 1m in draft breakwaters, a parabolic
one with 10m focal distance and a straight one, show that the parabolic breakwater is effective in focusing
(taken 3 rad/s wave as example, Figure 2) and as good or better in attenuation in a series of waves (from
0.5 to 5 rad/s, with an increment of 0.5 rad/s, Figure 3). As we further tune the parabolic breakwater by
increasing the draft to 3m, we find that averagely up to 62.4% of wave height can be attenuated and a
relatively large focusing area with an amplification factor (maximum surface elevation/incident wave
amplitude) of 2.43 can be obtained for a 1.67 rad/s wave, which is commonly observed in real sea states
(Figure 4). These findings may shed light on the design of breakwater and deployment of wave energy
converters for practical application of breakwater-WECs system.
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Figure 1 PAB Schetch

Figure 3 Attenuation

Figure 2 Focusing effect of PAB

Figure 4 Focusing and attenuation of the tuned PAB
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Instrument synchronisation by cross-correlation – re-establishing a consistent
reference time from recorded field data
T. Lake1, A.J. Williams, I. Masters
Energy and Environment Research Group, College of Engineering, Swansea University
1
t.lake@swansea.ac.uk
KEYWORDS: Tidal Energy, data processing, field measurements
In late 2017 and early 2018, the Sustainable Marine Energy (SME) PLAT-I device underwent sea-trials
near Connel on the west coast of Scotland[1], [2], with one logging system recording flow velocity using
an ADV and platform motion, and the PLAT-I system recording velocity, platform, and turbine
performance data. An additional test in March 2018 included the installation of a blade instrumented
with strain gauges, recorded on a separate logging system.
Analysis of data from this additional test period showed that the times on different logging systems
were not well synchronised. This provides unrealistic values for derived quantities and poor correlation
between related variables over short periods, although performance metrics based on 10 minute
averages appear insensitive to these delays and correlate well.
The recorded data was split based on operational and tidal states. Related variables split across each
logging system were identified, and a cross-correlation method applied. Clearly defined maxima in the
result were found, with the position of these maxima identifying delay times for each system, allowing
data to be synchronised and further analysis to be performed. An example plot showing the original and
corrected data is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Sample data plotted against original (blue) and corrected (black) timestamps
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A study on Wave Energy array with CFD
combined with Multibody Dynamic Method
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KEYWORDS: Computational fluid dynamics, Multibody dynamic, Wave energy farm, Fluid-structure interaction
Wave energy, as one of the most potential ocean renewable energy, is receiving more and more attention.
Sometimes, a wave energy array consists of more than one WEC via mechanical connected linking arms, in order to
improve the system stability and increase the total output power. See the example of Squid WEC shown in Figure 1
[1].

Figure 1 layout of a WEC array
Numerical study on this type of system is challenging because the dynamic response of one node is affected by
other nodes and connecting mechanical elements. For example, the displacement in translational and rotational
modes of one node can be restrained by the mechanical linking arms. In this study, a tool that combines
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [2] and Multibody dynamic method [3] is developed to study the dynamic and
hydrodynamic force responses of a WEC array under regular wave conditions. An array with 4-nodes is numerically
simulated and the results are compared with the available wave tank experiment data. It is found that the
predicted motion responses are in good agreement with the experimental approach. To figure out the viscous and
nonlinear impact on WEC performance, a potential-flow based software, ProteusDS [4] is utilized to simulate this
problem. The comparison between two sets of results indicates that the nonlinearity affects the WEC dynamic
motion significantly, which is subtle with a potential-flow tool.
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RECYCLABLE STRUCTURAL COMPOSITES FOR MARINE RENEWABLE ENERGY
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The InterReg SeaBioComp project will develop and deliver demonstrators using innovative bio-based
thermoplastic composite materials with mechanical properties comparable to conventional oil-based
composites, durability tailored to the specific application (2 to >20 years), recycling potential, reduced CO2
emissions and reduced microplastic and ecotoxic impact in the marine environment.
The University of Plymouth is investigating to use of manufacture by monomer infusion under flexible
tooling (MIFT) with in situ polymerisation to produce natural, or glass, fibre reinforced structural
composites. Following an extensive literature survey, the monomer selection has suggested two potential
matrix materials: poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly(L-lactide) (PLA).
The conference paper will present the progress in measurement of the composite mechanical properties
and correlation to models predicting the material performance.
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Numerical investigation for a coupled pitch and heave motion of flapping foil
L.M.E. Abadie1, D. Stagonas1, L. Yang1
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Preliminary results of a parametric study of a flapping foil conducted using a high fidelity, in-house
developed, solver[1] are presented. Our prime objective is to demonstrate the capacity of the specific
numerical framework to efficiently and accurately resolve the optimization problem of a moving
hydrofoil, submerged in an incompressible fluid with ambient flow velocity 𝑈! = 0 and 0 < Re < 20*103.
To this end, a range of pitch and heave motions is considered and the formation of a reversed von
Kármán vortex street is illustrated. The reversed von Kármán vortex street is known to generate a
velocity surplus in the wake of flapping foil, which in turn creates thrust. Nevertheless, identifying the
(optimum) heave and pitch motion resulting in maximum thrust remains a challenging task; that, dispite
the well established knownledge for a 90o phase difference between heave and pitch.
Two-dimensional numerical simulations are performed for heave-to-pitch coupled motion, Fig. (1). Such
studies have already been undertaken in, e.g., [2] but the advantage of the numerical model used here
is that it enables the examination of the foil’s motion effect even for 𝑈! = 0. Following the simulations
with a rigid hydrofoil, a flexible version of the foil is then considered. Specifically, the flexible trailingedge on a foil with incompressible Neo-Hookean material [3] is tested to examing the potential of
enhanced thurst generation.

Fig. 1: Snapshot of Reverse Kármán in the wake of flapping foils for NACA 0030.
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STUDYING MOORING OF WAVE ENERGY SYSTEMS USING SCALED FIELD TRIALS
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This study presents a series of scaled field trials to investigate performance of several anchoring
solutions for a model‐scale wave energy system (without a power take‐off) in the Swan River, Perth,
Western Australia. The metropolitan section of the river, where the deployments took place, is several
kilometers wide. On breezy days locally generated wind waves with 2 s periods are common, similar to
laboratory wave conditions one can create in wave basins/flumes. The field tests were conducted in
several phases by different teams of graduate thesis project students under the RiverLab initiative at the
University of Western Australia. The field trials involved a cylindrical surface‐piercing wave buoy, taut‐
moored by a steel spring and a stiff mooring line to an anchor at two test locations (Como and JoJo
Jetty) as shown in Figure 1. Two buoy‐spring systems were designed in attempts to resonate at the
dominant wave frequencies in the Swan River. The anchors were sized to withstand loads estimated
from buoy heave motions calculated with linear potential flow theory. The buoy‐spring system was taut‐
moored to a dynamically installed anchor at Como (clayey sediment), and a skirted gravity based
foundation and a suction caisson at JoJo Jetty (sandy sediment) respectively.
The presentation will first describe the field test location and wave climate, components of the system
(wave buoy, spring, anchor), field test instrumentation scheme and test setup, procedure and program.
The performance of the different configurations of buoy‐spring‐anchor systems will then be examined.
The various anchors were installed successfully, although their cyclic capacity (due to the wave loading)
under taut‐mooring still requires more study. The presentation will also highlight the various challenges
encountered in the field trials. The successful implementation of the field trialss allows low‐cost testing
of new design concepts, including follow‐on study of a heaving buoy with a negative spring mechanism
and an active suction caisson concept.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Field test setup; and (b) Wave buoy installed at JoJo Jetty
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Developing advanced finite strain material models through extensive
experimental characterisations for wave energy converter membranes
I. Collins, M. Hossain, I. Masters
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KEYWORDS: Wave Energy, Soft Membrane Structures, Numerical Modelling, Experimental Analysis,
Viscoelasticity)
A wave energy converter interacts with the waves through a primary mover where wave energy is
converted into useful mechanical motion which can be harvested by a power take-off. A new trend is to
use flexible rubber membranes instead of rigid structures for this mechanical interface [1]. The main
motivation for this is the potential to reduce the levelized cost of energy through addressing key issues
with the reliability and survivability of wave energy devices. The soft and deformable aspect of
membranes results in numerous benefits. For instance, (1) peak stress reduction from load distribution in
operation, (2) survivability mode where the membrane can be fully deflated, (3) simpler design with fewer
components for enhanced reliability, and (4) cost reductions through improved transport and deployment
requirements.
The novelty of these structures for this application means there is a lack of data and poor understanding
of the solid/structural mechanics approaches for rubber membranes in an offshore environment. The
power output and reliability of membrane-based WECs is highly dependent on the material properties.
Rubber-like materials are viscoelastic, exhibiting dissipation and time dependent behavior which various
with temperature. The degree of viscoelasticity can affect the dynamics of the device and energy
harvesting capability; therefore it is an important consideration as part of the development process. Since
rubber is highly deformable and exhibits near zero bending stiffness, the membrane can deform to
complex shapes resulting in areas of varying biaxial stress. When developing a material model, for good
stress-strain predictions, usually rubber-like materials require to be characterized under different stress
states, e.g. uniaxial, biaxial, shear etc.
The aim of this research is to understand the viscoelastic response of a rubber membrane for possible
operational conditions in a sea environment through experiments and modelling. A rubber-like material
was characterized under uniaxial and biaxial strain for varying temperatures at the ClusTEX facility in the
Politecnico di Milano [2]. An advanced thermo-viscoelastic model has been developed and implemented
into Abaqus finite element software at Swansea University. The model is validated through performing a
range of biaxial experiments for complex geometries. When a good model prediction is established, a case
study will be performed on a WEC device considering certain effects such as deformation rate and
temperature, where it is expected the thermoviscoelastic behavior will play a significant role. Future work
will consider the submersion effect and fatigue damage of the rubber membrane material for better
reliability predictions.
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This study explores a mathematical resolution that implies physical equations to describe the repercussion of a
buoyant body in changing the energy of the system it is part of.
The mentioned study compares the Simple Harmonic Motion of a given wave using an analogy with a buoyant
body in order to conclude that there is a connection between the force experienced by a spring that is stretched or
compressed as a result of the weight of a mass and the buoyancy force that keeps a body floating in the ocean.
The methodology uses the physics of a spring holding a mass in two different scenarios:
① the mass reciprocates with freedom
② the mass descends using a platform

By comparing both scenarios, a series of formulas that connect the behaviour of a floating body with the behaviour
of an object hanging from the end of a spring have been deducted. The formulas are analysed both, dynamically
and energetically.
The main results show the elastic constant of the fluid and an expression that states the energy that can be
achieved with a reciprocating body, also showing that the energy that can be extracted from the ocean does not
depend on the linear dimensions of the floating device.
This is of special relevance because all the devices that have been designed so far use the power per meter
expected in a particular location, having figures that, in the North Sea, could be close to 50 KW/m. Nevertheless,
this particular study does not constrain the results to that linear parameter but to the weight, the surface of the
submerged volume in the device, or the specific weight of the fluid.
1
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The design of an offshore wind platform requires sufficient stability during all the stages of the device
life, both in floating and operating conditions. The stability assessment is a very important step to check
the survivability of the device and it will determine the feasibility of the design. Stability curves are
widely used to check the equilibrium of a floating structure as a function of the angle of heel. The angle
of heel is supposed to be generated by the wind loading. Here we show the comparison between the
open source WEC-Sim [1] and the commercial code Orca3D [2] for the calculation of the stability curve
of the floating offshore wind platform (WindSub) developed by MPS [3]. Results are referred to the
floating condition of an intact case. There is generally a very good agreement between the two codes. A
similar mesh convergence has been observed between Orca3D and WEC-Sim with comparable results of
the finest mesh. The intact case was demonstrated to be stable because it satisfied the stability criteria
determined by the wind loading [4-5].The wind loading has been calculated based on the assumption of
the drag coefficient of the tower and of the blades and based on the formulation presented in [6].A
more accurate calculation will be based using a Finite Element Method (FEM). The results of this
comparison shows that the open source WEC-Sim could be used instead of the commercial Orca3D for
the calculation of the stability curve of a floating structure. However, there are some drawbacks of WECSim such as the larger simulation time required.
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ASSESSMENT OF WAVE POWER VARIABILITY FOR THE M4 WEC ALONG THE
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For wave energy converters (WECs), achieving optimal power absorption most commonly depends on the
resonant frequencies of the system. This in turn, implies that WECs should be designed according to the
local wave climate. This study focuses on the M4 converter, a three-float line absorber with floater spacing
of half a wavelength (Figure 1a). This specificity significantly improves capture width by adequately using
anti-phase forcing between the floats and combined heave, pitch and surge excitation.

Figure 1: a) Schematic diagram of the M4 energy device (at laboratory scale, dimensions in meters), b) Location of Albany [1]

Albany, on the south coast in Western Australia (Figure 1b), is characterized by consistent long-period
swell-dominated wave climate with low directional spreading. It has recently been proposed as a potential
wave energy farm location. This study aims to produce a detailed assessment of the seasonal variability
of the M4 practical wave power in Albany. For this we utilise an approximately 12 year-long record of insitu measurements. The available hourly spectral data spans periods from September 2007 to June 2019.
First, the hourly incident wave power is calculated, accounting for finite water depth. The mean energy
period is used for appropriate scaling of the M4 device. The absorbed power, on a sea state basis, is
subsequently obtained with incorporation of the M4 capture width ratios, an assumed mechanical
efficiency and a representative power saturation [1].
The power performance consistency and variability are firstly examined on a seasonal basis and then
further analyzed across, and within months. Moreover, the influence of the M4 sizing on the seasonal
variability is investigated. Both a sizing for maximum power output and another one for minimum
seasonal variability will be determined and contrasted. A comparative study between data from this
offshore wave buoy (15km offshore) and a nearshore wave buoy (1km offshore, offshore of the breaker
line), both off Albany, is conducted as the latter location is more realistic when considering a potential
deployment of WECs. Furthermore, we intend to extend the above analysis to other locations along the
Western Australian coast for which analogous multi-year wave buoy measurements are available.
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The PORTOS project is a large scale multi-national project, funded by the European Union through
INTERREG Atlantic Area programme which runs from 2019 to 2022. This project is comprised of partners
from diverse organisations which include port authorities and associations, research institutions, research
centres, private companies, and key stakeholders of energy agencies. Seaports are often the main source
of air pollution and other environmental problems in coastal areas due to the operation and maintenance
of different high energy-demanding infrastructures [1], which are fuelled by traditional fossil fuels. The
PORTOS project aims to address these issues by evaluating the integrated use of marine renewable energy
(MRE) resources such as wave, tidal, and wind in three case-study ports within the Atlantic Area (AA)
region. These are Port of Vigo (Spain), Port of Leixões (Portugal), and Shannon Foynes Port Company
(Ireland). Additionally, the PORTOS project also aims to develop first an action plan for energy selfsufficiency in the three case-study AA ports which can then be extended to other ports, to directly
contribute to the reduction of European port infrastructure carbon footprint. The integrated use of MRE
and energy self-sufficiency in case-study AA ports is to be achieved through the following research
activities: evaluation of port typology towards MRE extraction; an economic assessment of different MREs
at case study ports through quantitative risk analysis techniques based on a Monte Carlo Simulation;
hydrodynamic optimization of MRE converter that can be installed in ports for the generation of clean
energy; development of a set of guidelines to achieve energy self-sufficiency in ports. The major outcomes
of this project will be proofs of concept of cutting edge MRE technologies, identification of most
appropriate MRE mix and conversion technologies in case-study ports, and development of decision
support tools for implementing MRE in AA ports.
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The effects of wave resonance in the narrow gap on the performance of a dual-floater hybrid system
composing of an oscillating-buoy type wave energy converter (WEC) and a floating breakwater are
important for the design of such hybrid system, but little is known to date. Here, this research aims to
investigate the wave resonance in the WEC-breakwater gap of a dual-floater hybrid system with an boxtype WEC by employing a two-dimensional numerical wave flume developed by the Star-CCM+
computational fluid dynamics software. Figure 1 shows the sketch of the numerical model used in this
study, which was compared with published experimental results[1]. The effects of the wave resonance in
the gap between the WEC and the breakwater on the wave extraction and wave attenuation
performance and the forces on the breakwater of the dual-floater hybrid system were studied. The
influence of the WEC motion and the geometrical parameters of the hybrid system, including gap width,
WEC draft and WEC breadth, on the wave elevations and resonance frequencies in the gap of WEC and
breakwater were analyzed. Results reveal that the wave resonance in the gap between the WEC and the
breakwater significantly improves the wave energy extraction performance of the hybrid system, as
shown in Figure 2, with the maximum energy conversion efficiency appearing at the wave resonance
frequency in the gap between the WEC and the breakwater, but greatly unaffected the wave
attenuation performance of the hybrid system because of the larger breakwater draft. Further results
show that the wave resonance frequencies in the gap between the WEC and the breakwater reduce
with the motion of WEC and increasing the gap width and the WEC draft. The trends of the forces on the
breakwater of the hybrid system with the change of the gap width, WEC draft and WEC breadth are
similar with those of the wave elevations in the gap between the WEC and the breakwater.
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Fig.1 The sketch of the numerical model Fig.2 Comparison of single WEC with hybrid system of energy
conversion efficiency
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Floating offshore wind turbines give a potential for higher energy extraction from deep sea areas.
However, the combined effect of wind and wave turbulences can lead to excessive motion of the platform
causing extra loading on the tower and other components. Control techniques are proposed to mitigate
the excess loading issue by feeding back informations about platform motion, e.g. pitch angle, to a
controller that dampen this motion through the blade pitch angle actuation channel, which is classically
used to regulate rotor speed as well, [1]. This “sharing” of the same actuator channel leads to some side
effects represented as increased blade pitch rate and to some extent to rotor speed.
This work proposes a simple PI controller to regulate the platform pitch angle of the OC3-Hywind floating
wind turbine using an extra loop that acts through the blade pitch angle. This new PI loop has a Weighting
Gain to optimise the sharing of blade Pitch actuator effort between two goals: motor speed regulation
and platform pitch motion damping. In this set up there are two PI-control loops that are added together
and give a single blade pitch control signal.
Sample simulation results of the proposed controller using the NREL FAST toobox in Matlab [2] are shown
in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a shows a decrease of platform pitch angle fluctuation with inceased Weighting Gain, W2.
On the other hand, Fig. 1b illustrats an increase in blade pitch angle. The weighting gain W2 is Tunable
which provides a simple way for the designer to trade-off between platform motion damping and blade
pitch activities. Being a simple PI controller the proposed method is industrially attractive, unlike more
advanced but complex control methods which may theoretically provide better performance but face
challenges for industrial application. The presentation will outline the control method and compare
performance with a baseline detuned PI controller and a more advance LQR controller to show that
performance can be substantially improved without the complexity of the LQR controller.

Figure 1: Platform Pitch Angle (left) and Blade pitch angle (right) for baseline controller and the proposed controller
with different Weighting Gain W2
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Large diameter monopiles are currently the most popular foundation solution for offshore wind turbines.
One of their crucial design criteria relates to the allowable deformation and tilting under critical cyclic
loading conditions imposed by wind and waves during the design storms. Prediction of foundation’s
performance and accumulated deformation under these design scenarios fundamentally relies on the
results of soil laboratory investigations, which are used to calibrate cyclic soil models employed in 3-D
finite element codes and/or simplified beam-column analyses (i.e. p-y approach).
Current laboratory testing practice employes quite simplified loading scenarios: (i) cyclic triaxial tests
consider cyclic axial loading and axisymmetric stress conditions to mimic soil elements in front of a
laterally loaded pile while (ii) cyclic simple shear tests simulate the cyclic tangential shearing experienced
by elements on the side of the pile. However, it is well known that the stress state around a laterally
loaded pile is much more complex and that geomechnics laboratories offer more sophisticated apparatus,
such as the the hollow cylinder torsional apparatus (HCTA), which can better mimic such stress conditions.
This research has used an advanced 3D finite element model to investigate the stress paths induced by
cyclic storm loading in different soil elements around the pile (Figure 1), in order to assess whether the
current laboratory testing procedures closely align with field situations and how laboratory procedures
could be enhanced to optimize the overall foundation design. The proposed 3D model considered the
latest development in cyclic soil model [1] in order to accurately predict the expected soil response and
characteristics. Stress paths experienced by different soil elements around the pile have been investigated
and related to HCTA stress conditions. Recommendation on stress path to be applied in laboratory to
more appropriately mimick field conditions have been develped, such as the stress path schematically
reported in red in Figure 1. The benefit of these laboratory recommendations on the prediction of cyclic
monopile response will be tested in future work by analysing a wide range of typical design scenarios.
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Most of the modern wind turbine blades nowadays are built adopting advance composite materials [1].
This makes the blades lighter and stronger, thus lift up the productivity of the wind turbines. To push its
limits, it is important to understand the structural pros and cons of composite materials of the blade,
and the blade structural and fracture dynamics under certain wind turbine operation conditions, which
is essential for the future design optimization and capital costs control.
Suggested by many research outputs related to composite wind turbine blades, the modeling of the
composite structure is critical and necessary for simulating the aero-elastic characters of the blade with
an adequate accuracy. This approach is widely adopted even if the modeling process can be fairly
complicated[2-4].
Fluid structure interaction (FSI) method is implemented in this research. For the fluid domain, threedimensional Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are used for solving the aerodynamic
loads, closed by k- SST turbulence model. For the structural domain, the finite element model of the
composite blade is built, which is capable to reflect the nonlinearities of the structure, the cell
displacements and stress distribution along the flapwise and spanwise directions on the blade.
With the use of the above FSI tool, we will present the overall structural parameters such as stress
distributions, the bending moment and the oscillating frequency of the blade. The critical
locations/areas of the blade, where the maximum stress occurs, will be identified, followed by a
structural analysis depicting the impacts of the structural loads on the composite blade structure.
Additionally, a sampling analysis on critical locations within the expected lifespan will be given to
investigate the fatigue mechanisms in depth, and thus provide suggestions for optimizing the strength of
the locations.
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Tidal energy converters (TEC) have the potential to become signiﬁcant contributors in the generation of
low carbon energy. Cost, driven mostly by planned and unplanned maintenance, is the most signiﬁcant
barrier limiting widespread adoption of TECs at commercial scale. Minimising planned maintenance and
reducing the chances of any unplanned maintenance will greatly improve the appeal of TEC as
generators of low carbon energy. Accurate numerical models can be used to predict the structural loads
on TECs and help improve the reliability (and thus reduced maintenance costs) of their design. Time and
computer power are generally both needed in abundance when solving complex numerical models of
TEC. Blade element momentum theory (BEMT) offers an efﬁcient method for predicting the
performance of TEC which is commonly used in industry. A robust but unoptimized BEMT code,
implemented in MATLAB, has been developed at Swansea University. Previous versions of the BEMT
code only allowed for inputs of constant blade proﬁle and Reynolds Number across the radius of the
rotor. This is not representative of a physical rotor and contributes to the inaccuracies of the BEMT
model in predicting experimental results. We present a faster and more accurate C++ implementation of
the BEMT code, which has improved the performance prediction of TEC. 100x speed up is achievable
when optimised and implemented in C++ rather than MATLAB. Extensive comparison of the original and
new codes was undertaken where they both produced identical results. Additionally, the error between
the coefﬁcient of power from the BEMT code and results of laboratory testing in the IFREMER ﬂume
tank at optimum TSR was reduced by 13% with the inclusion of varying blade proﬁle and Reynolds
Number across the blade radius. This should in turn improve the design of TEC, reducing their cost and
increase their adoption as generators of low carbon energy.
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Aims & Objectives The research is focused on operational principles and materials compatibility of scal‐
able subsea prototype laboratory electrolyzers that are powered by marine renewable energy. A first
objective of the work is to demonstrate that GTA electrolyzers, constructed primarily from marine‐grade
engineered polymeric materials and exclude platinum group electrodes, possess performance features
that rival metal‐intensive electrolyzers. A second objective is to demonstrate that native hydrogen purity
produced by the electrolyzers is sufficient for virtually all hydrogen‐consuming industrial manufacturing
operations wherein the hydrogen is currently obtained from steam methane reforming of natural gas. A
third objective is to demonstrate that applying standard chemical engineering unit operations the native
hydrogen purity can be upgraded to fuel cell grade hydrogen for utility grid balancing and the emerging
transportation fuel market for hydrogen fuel cell electric passenger cars and heavy‐duty trucks.
Methodology Fig. 1 show a photograph of the laboratory pro‐
totype that was used for the experiments. The electrolyzer
housing was machined from cast acrylic and provided with
nickel ribbon wire cathode and anode electrode arrays. 25%
w/w KOH in distilled water comprised the electrolyte. Purity of
the hydrogen was measured in two ways: (i) real‐time analysis
of the gas flow that emerged from the hydrogen compartment;
and (ii) batch analysis using sample collection cylinders. The
sample cylinders were sent to SmartChemistry. Inc., Sacra‐ Fig. 1 Photograph of laboratory prototype
and equipment used for data acquisition.
mento, California for purity analysis.
Results and Significance The analytical report showed a native hydrogen purity of 99.65%, a value that is
sufficient for virtually all industrial processes and manufacturing markets. The data also indicate that ad‐
ditional standard purification steps will upgrade the hydrogen to fuel cell grade standards. The signifi‐
cance of the work is: First, GTA electrolyzers contain no moving parts and are constructed from rela‐
tively inexpensive and robust commodity materials that exclude platinum group metals. Second, native
GTA hydrogen purity is sufficient for most of the industrial applications that use the ten million metric
tons of hydrogen produced annually in the United States from fossil feedstocks, primarily natural gas.
Third, the emerging markets for high‐purity fuel cell grade hydrogen for electric utility grid balancing and
hydrogen fuel cell cars and trucks, currently on sale in Japan, Europe, California, and elsewhere can be
achieved with GTA electrolyzers plus standard chemical engineering unit operations. Fourth, hydrogen
gas pipelines need not compete for onshore access to the electric grid. Fifth, important parameters for
large‐scale production of renewable hydrogen are safety, purity, pressure, CAPEX, OPEX and system effi‐
ciency. Subsea hydrogen production powered by offshore wind and marine hydrokinetic devices are the
most advantageous renewable power sources for optimizing the parameters because: (i) Deep‐water
hydrostatic pressure can be leveraged for equipment cooling and producing high pressure hydrogen at
the sea floor without mechanical compressors or high strength materials. (ii) Subsea storage of hydro‐
gen is inherently safe because it excludes ambient oxygen and is far from population centers. (iii) A sim‐
ple and scalable design for large‐volume, rapid, automated electrolysis manufacturing can be used.
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Vertical axis turbines are well suited for harnessing kinetic energy from low velocity environments
such as rivers, in contrast to their highly efficient and widely adopted counterparts, horizontal axis turbines,
which operate at higher velocity environments [1]. Vertical axis turbines operate at relatively low rotational
speeds which has the advantage of reducing their impact on ecosystems, especifically reducing risks for
fish collision or noise generation [2]. However, their standalone efficiency is low, which has hindered their
development at commercial scales. Research into arrays of turbines has predominantly focused on
horizontal axis turbines [3], with almost no understanding of multiple vertical axis turbine wakes
interactions. The current study aims to quantify the three-dimensional wake hydrodynamics behind twinturbines, with the overarching goal of designing arrays of river stream vertical axis turbines for use at the
project site of Vereda el Salado community on the River San Juan, Columbia.
The wake hydrodynamics of these turbine arrays were experimentally tested in a recirculating flume,
measuring the cross-sectional flow fields up to 10 turbine diameters downstream and across the 1.2m width
of the flume using an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter. The turbines of diameter D=0.12m, made of three
NACA 0015 blades, were tested as a single turbine or two turbines laterally spaced by 1.5D and 2.0D.
Turbines rotated in the same direction, with a constant imposed rotational velocity in order to attain
optimum tip speed ratio of 1.9 [2].
The wake of the single turbine was asymmetrical about its centerline and neared full recovery by 10D
downstream (Fig. 1). Regions of high turbulence intensity delimited low velocity wakes, and showed that
the individual wakes merge into a single wake for the two-turbine cases. The momentum recovery in the
far wake at 10D downstream was smaller for 1.5D lateral spacing than that with the single turbine and 2D
lateral spacing cases. This resulted from a higher blockage by the two turbines and absence of bypass
velocity inbetween them which was observed for the 2D lateral spacing. These observations will inform
the design of turbine arrays and support numerical simulations and validation of vertical axis turbine farms.

Figure 1. Mean longiditudinal velocity fields (U/U0) across the channel width for three cases with one
turbine and two turbines laterally spaced by 1.5D and 2.0D.
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Computational prediction of fluid-structure-bed (scouring) interactions problem often demand multiscale
spatial and temporal resolutions and multiphysics coupling. It is very computationally expensive and
requires often impractical computing resources. This work will address the challenge of drastically
improving the time-efficiency for Eulerian fluid solver, on explicit stabilised Finite Element method [1,2].
Realistic three-dimensional Navier-Stokes-Brinkman simulations can be carried out. The use of explicit
finite element has several advantages compared to lattice Boltzmann or implicit finite volume (less
memory, ideal for solving on pixel images, explicit and versatile for describing complex boundary
conditions and ideal for parallelism on high-performance computers[2]).
This work implemented a high-performance flow solver, based on OpenMP and MPI parallelism (the two
most common parallel programming models). Fig. 1. shows a good strong scaling property of the hybrid
OpenMP/MPI and pure MPI system, on the number of processors from 4 to 400.

Fig. 1. Strong scalling of OpenMP/MPI code.
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Increased development of Marine Renewable Energy projects will dictate a larger range of artificial reefs
systems through their mooring solutions on the benthic habitat. These artificial reef systems will be
subject to greater variance of environmental factors as technology in this sector progresses.
Environmental factors impact on their biological community compositions and therefore on local,
regional and global biodiversity. To gain better understanding of how these factors may impact on
future planning and management policy of marine renewable developments, data from 176 habitat
surveys with specific environmental factors (Age, Size, Isolation, Substrate, Depth and Current) in Scapa
Flow were analysed.
Survey data were split between Natural, Artificial and adjacent to Artificial reef systems. Artificial and
Natural reefs exhibited significant differences in assemblage characteristics (β-diversity) whilst sites
adjacent to artificial reefs also proved to be distinct in their makeup from both types of reef listed prior.
Depth and current proved to be significant factors for all surveys except current for natural reef
assemblages. Artificial reefs showed significant differences due to substrate type; wood, steel and
concrete. Age and length of the artificial reef systems did not determine species compositions on the
artificial structures themselves but did prove significant in structuring adjacent assemblages. Possible
correlations of blue carbon species and sites adjacent to artificial structures were observed.
Future development of marine renewable resources should therefore be concerned with an increased
spatial variability in where these projects can be developed, with additional regard for the substrate
type used in mooring solutions to best mitigate against damage to environmental health whilst
bolstering potential benefits to ecosystem services.

